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AQDE18062852

 SUCTION NOZZLES

MANUAL INSTALLATION.

MODEL:
F-203



SUCTION NOZZLES

IMPORTANT: This instruction manual includes essential information on the safety          measures to be
implemented for installation and start-up. Therefore, the installer as well as the user must read the instructions 
before starting installation and start-up. Keep this manual for future reference. 

1. - SUCTION NOZZLE:

 

The purpose of the suction nozzles is to connect the suction pool cleaner with the pool suction circuit, so the pool 
cleaner will work as a vacuum.

 

2. - INSTALLATION :
 

In skimmers pool system, they can be placed in the same wall as the skimmers and use their suction pipes. In those
 

pools with overflow channel, we recommend to install the suction nozzles together       with the wall conduits 
F-250

 

(for Concrete pools) or 

 

for Vinyl or Liner pools. (Fig. 1).

The suction nozzles can be assembled with threaded wall conduit 2" or assembly the                connections 
∅. 50 mm with PVC glue.

Fig.1

3. - MODELS: 

Liner

4 .- OPERATING : 

When proceed to use the pool     cleaner, unscrew the cap and screw the pool cleaner male connector 
1 ½” to the suction nozzle. Then connect the hose of the cleaning system to the       connector. The
inside diameter of the hose must be 38 mm.

5. - SPARE PARTS LIST :

1

2

3

4

01050184 face ring

Inlet cap01050194

POS. CODE PRODUCT  DESCRIPTION

1

2

3 01050218 Body BS1.5"

01014172 Nut and Eyeball regulator4

570056395 Body BS2"  Class 15

01050184 face ring

Inlet cap01050194

POS. CODE PRODUCT  DESCRIPTION

1

2

3

01014172 Nut and Eyeball regulator4

Concrete Pools
F-203

Pipe connections ∅

 

1 ½  or ” 2”

 

Pool cleaner connection 1 ½”
Imperial connections

F-203

F-203-G

F-203
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